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Greetings Brothers and Sisters, 
 
 
We want to update the membership that the Negotiating Team for 
Local 3520 is still pushing the company to resume local language 
negotiations. So far, the company has maintained that they want 
to resume April 2nd, during the common language negotiations 
timeframe after the common negotiation sessions. The Negotiating 
Team feels there is no need to wait until then, nor should we. There 
is too much in our local language that has yet to be tentatively 
agreed on for us to waste the rest of the month of March and not 
negotiate during the time we have available. We will continue to try 
to drag them back to the bargaining table and will update if they 
agree to do so prior to April 2nd. 

We also wanted to give a shout out to our Brothers and Sisters at 
Local 5287 at Thomas Built Bus. They are negotiating their local 
language this week and next. They have a strong team up there 
proposing their members’ demands. Local 5287, just know Local 
3520 in Cleveland has your back!
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Local 10 Parts Distribution Center in Atlanta and Local 2406 Parts 
Distribution Center in Memphis will also be negotiating their local 
language later this month. They also have strong teams, and we 
want those locals to know that Cleveland has their back, too!
 
Let’s keep all of these Sisters and Brothers in our thoughts as we 
join together to fight this company for what we deserve!
Please remember to vote on Friday’s strike vote. Polls will be open 
before and after shift, as well as during our unpaid lunch on 1st & 
2nd shift. Show them we aren’t afraid to STAND UP!

The Negotiating Team sees and hears your support from the shop 
floor and want to thank you for it. A strong and successfully nego-
tiated contract can only be won by the shop floor members. We 
CAN’T do it without YOU! Thank you for standing together as a 
united front in this fight. Cleveland is more united than ever before 
and we will get what we deserve as long as we maintain our solidar-
ity!

 
 
 

In Solidarity,  
 

Your Local 3520 Bargaining Team


